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**Status** 1 Pending

**Subject**
Wiki: Page rename to also change links in menu system, in forums and in trackers

**Version**
1.9.x

**Category**
- Feature request

**Feature**
- Wiki (page view, edit, history, rename, etc)
- Trackers
- Forum
- Menu
- Wiki Syntax (text area, parser, external wiki, etc)

**Submitted by**
Marc Laporte

**Rating**

![Rating](image)

**Description**
When a wiki page is renamed, all links in Wiki pages are fixed. Excellent!

However, menu items are not updated. This would be a nice to have. Same thing for wikilinks in forum posts, trackers, etc

I guess it could get tricky because some use links like tiki-index.php?page=blabla, but some just but blabla and use the .htaccess

**Importance**
2

**Demonstrate Bug**
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

**Version:** trunk

**Ticket ID**
997
Comments

**Marc Laporte** 10 Nov 07 04:05 GMT-0000

This was recently added to 1.10 by Sylvieg And, when you rename a wiki page, the menu item is renamed as well.

**nkoth** 01 Dec 07 01:30 GMT-0000

Because it is too db intensive to check all the contents of trackers and forum with every rename, it is necessary to keep track of links to trackers and forums as they are created. So we will need a new table tiki_object_links which records "fromObjectID" and "toObjectID". When an object is removed using remove_object, the links are removed. For now, only if a page is involved the table is used, but in future, this could be used for all sorts of multi-format "wiki" links. Not sure if there is time to get the first part into 1.10.1, if not I would really like it to be in 1.10.2 will be great.

**Marc Laporte** 01 Dec 07 01:43 GMT-0000

Hi Nelson!

I see how this can become a lot of work.

Maybe better to put the energy in page aliases or:
Redirect on Deleted or Renamed Wiki Pages
http://dev.tikiwiki.org/tiki-view_tracker_item.php?itemId=1185

**nkoth** 22 Dec 07 18:59 GMT-0000

Done for forums and comments... Decided that tiki_object_links is too complicated and might cause more bugs. Instead, using special object link handler "page names" in the form of "objectlink:$type:$objectId". Also, expanded comment types terms from just "forum post" to "$objectType comment" (e.g. "wiki page comment")
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